
Illex Lure Mag Squad 115 F 11,5cm 15,5g

Illex

Product number: IL-MS-115F

Top lures for fishing pike, perch, zander and co.

27,89 € * 27,89 €

Explore the masterpiece of the Illex lure - The Mag Squad 115 F

Immerse yourself in the world of the Illex lure with the Mag Squad 115 F, a legendary hardbait that has been 
added to our range due to its great popularity. With a length of 11.5 cm and a weight of 15.5 g, this lure is 
specially designed for those looking for a reliable companion for zander and pike fishing.

Why the Mag Squad 115 F?

The Mag Squad 115 F builds on the success of its predecessor, the Mag Squad 128. With its outstanding 
swimming and sound attraction, this lure is a must for any serious angler. Opting for a smaller version 
allows for the best possible performance even in specific conditions.

Perfect adaptability

This versatile lure is ideal for different waters and conditions. Whether fishing in shallow waters such as 
polders or in winding areas, the Mag Squad 115 F offers you the flexibility and precision you need to 
maximise your chances of catching fish. Even in demanding conditions, be it pike, zander, perch, black bass 
or sea angling for sea bass and saithe, this lure proves to be a reliable companion.

Special colour range for zander night fishing

To further increase your chances of success, a wide range of colours has been developed, including special 
colours for night fishing for zander along the banks of large rivers. These carefully selected colours are 
designed to achieve maximum attraction even in difficult light conditions.



Technical details:

Suitable for freshwater and saltwater
Target fish: Pike, zander, perch, black bass, sea bass, saithe
Length: 11,5 cm
Weight: 15,5 g
Swimming depth: 0,1 - 0,6 m

Discover the versatility and performance of the Illex Mag Squad 115 F lure and rely on a bait that will 
reliably lead you to your next catch!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=0a42c3b24f47aba275b3b31005a7568e

